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EQUIPMENT CATALOG
Hybrid, fruit round with slight neck, skin dark green, woody and moderately pebbled. Large seed with yellow flesh. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (November 22).
A seedling of unknown Guatemalan parents. Round to obovate in shape and of medium size (10 – 20 oz.) Skin is glossy, bright green, slightly pebbled, thick and woody. Has a light yellow flesh and medium sized seed.
Seedling of unknown Guatemalan parents. Fruit oblong to ovate, small to medium large (9 to 18 oz.). Skin rather dull, medium green with numerous small white spots, slightly roughened, rather thick and woody. Flesh light cream color. Medium size seed which is tight in seed cavity. One of eight members of the Booth family and it is the most popular. Beginning of approximate shipping date – August 15.
CATALINA

Hybrid, skin light green, glossy and smooth. Has an obovid and elongated shape. Flesh is light yellow in color. Large seed cavity which is pointed. Seed is loose in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – September 15.
Choquette

Hybrid, fruit large, oval, somewhat flattened obliquely toward apex on one side. Skin nearly smooth, glossy, dark green to light green and “ribby” on one side. Flesh yellow, seed medium size tight to fairly tight in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (October 18).
West Indian, fruit oblong to oval. Skin pale green, thin and smooth. Seed large and rough. Flesh dark yellow. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (June 21).
HALL

Hybrid, parentage of unknown varieties. Fruit pear shaped and large (20 to 30 oz.). Skin nearly smooth, dark green, fairly thick and woody. Flesh deep yellow color. Seed medium large and tight in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – September 6.
HICKSON

Hybrid – unknown parentage. Fruit is medium to small and obovate in shape. Skin is green, slightly rough, thick and brittle. Flesh is light yellow with a small seed which is tight in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – September 22.
Hybrid, fruit pyriform or occasionally necked with nearly a smooth skin and light green color. Flesh pale to greenish yellow, large seed tight in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (October 18).
Hybrid, fruit large, elliptical, flattened obliquely toward apex on one side. Skin glossy, dark green, pebbled, moderately thin and pliable. Flesh light yellow, seed medium size and tight in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (November 15).
West Indian, fruit small to medium size, pear shaped with little neck, skin thin, green and pebbled. Seed small to medium and loose in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (July 5).
West Indian, fruit oblong to pyriform and large. Skin smooth, light green and glossy. Flesh a rich yellow blending with green near the skin. Seed large and loose in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (July 5).
West Indian, fruit oblong to ovalate, large rough seed, skin light green, smooth and thin. Flesh dark yellow. Beginning of approximate shipping date – (July 5).
West Indian type fruit, gumdrop shaped, skin medium to dark green, thin and smooth. Flesh yellowish green. Large seed, loose in cavity. Beginning of approximate shipping date – August 8.
FOR IDENTIFICATION ONLY

West Indian type fruit oblong to oval, with a characteristic flattening on one side of blossom end, medium to large size (14 to 28 ounces). Skin smooth, pale green to greenish yellow and ridged. Flesh pale to greenish yellow. Seed medium to large and fairly tight in cavity. Approximate shipping date – August 11.